heaps of papers or internet links to ﬁnd answers.

2. Save money. Money saving mixtures for

multiple weeds and cut-rates for good conditions.

3. Always available. No more waiting for
the ofﬁce to open or your expert to return.

4. Use up old stock. Multiple

solutions
allow you to choose products on hand.

5. Up to date. Cheap annual updates have
new products, prices and solutions.

6. Record your brews and prices
They will appear with the HerbiGuide solutions.

7. Identify unknown weeds and ﬁnd
the controls before they take off.

9. Toxic and environmental data
makes selection of desirable products easier.

10. Photographs, descriptions and diagrams
ensure you spray the right weed, insect or disease.

PC with Windows 95, 98, NT, XP or Vista.
CD ROM Drive.
20 Mb of Hard Disk Space minimum, 400 Mb desirable.
Mouse and printer desirable.

HerbiGuide, Box 44, Albany, WA, 6331.
Phone/Fax 08 98 444 064.
HerbiGuide CD for Windows 95/98/NT/XP/Vista
$495
Free Demonstration disk
Name __________________________________
Address _________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
Visa/Bankcard/MasterCard
Expiry ____ / ____
Name ___________________________________
No. __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
Signature
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System Requirements
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8. Improve your understanding

Source – The Success of Expert Systems in Agriculture.
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1. Save time. No more searching through
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Ways HerbiGuide
Helps You.

Vital Statistics
Crops
200
Weeds
600
Insects
100
Diseases
250
Herbicides
200
Fungicides 63
Compatibilities>8000
Insecticides 70
Information
>10000 pages Photographs >2000
Labels
>500
MSDS
>500
Mixtures
Unlimited
Current prices of herbicides, insecticide, fungicides
and seed dressings.
Established 1988. More than 21 years of annual updates.
Farmer Ratings of the Award Winning HerbiGuide
Ease of Use

Reliability

Support
½
Innovativeness

Applicability

Usefulness

Easy to understand output ½
Accuracy

Speed


HerbiGuide
The Pesticide Expert on a Disk

HerbiGuide, the award winning computer program
can provide all the information you need about weeds,
insects, diseases and the methods of controlling them.

Will you discover herbicide resistance, incompatibility, crop damage or the conditions
causing poor pesticide performance by costly
experience?
“HerbiGuide presents If you don’t use
complex and detailed
the right products
information quickly...
at the right rate
installation is simple.”
at the right time
- FARM Magazine.
then you are losLeast-cost pesticide mixtures are customised
ing money. Too
to your situation.
little results in poor control and loss of yield.
HerbiGuide is
Too much is wasteful and increases the risk
the most useful,
of crop damage and environmental contamicomputerised
nation.
reference in the
Every year new herbicides, insecticides,
world for weed
fungicides and seed dressings are marketed,
and insect connew planting techniques are promoted and
trol in ﬁeld crops Full descriptions, Insect and
new weed and pest problems develop. How
With
HerbiGuide
it’s
as
simple
as
1-2-3.
Select
the
crop,
select
the
weeds,
and pastures.
do you put it all together and provide the crop
Weed diagrams.
insects
and
diseases
then
click
the
mouse
for
solutions
and
mixtures.
It tackles weed control from the ﬁrst step of
protection you need with minimum impact on
identifying the weed through to commercial
the environment and yourself?
Before HerbiGuide was developed the information
control techniques and on to least cost mixtures
Information is
from labels, experiments and farmers observations were
for research, weather adjusted rates, weed control
the key not easily accessible. Even the most diligent farmers
strategies and favourite brews.
Information
and advisers had difﬁculty keeping up with the latest
that takes
developments. Now you can use the speed and power
“… anyone with a broadacre spraying schedule
into account
of your personal computer to retrieve this information.
could easily justify a PC just to run HerbiGuide.”
your particuHerbiGuide is the Crop Protection Expert on a Disk.
- Your Computer Magazine.
lar situation,
You can use this expert - whenever you need it, 24 hours
interprets
a day, 7 days-a-week before you spray each paddock.
your data and
Use it to ﬁne tune your application program and avoid
gives you the
problems rather than discovering them when it’s too late.
alternatives
“… a single key press will tell you the difference
for better debetween wild radish and wild turnip…”
Corey Moore PhD
John Moore BSc(Agric)
cisions.
Identify weeds quickly.
Wagin
Woolarama
Review.
Computer
Programmer
Crop
Protection Adviser
With over 2000 colour photos.

